Year-End Thanks

As my first calendar year as editor ends, I have many people to thank. No matter how tiny I make the type in this column, I cannot fully do so. Let me, however, briefly express my gratitude to some key individuals and groups.

Many CBE members know Grace, Norman, Roxanne K Young, and Tiffany, who began serving as designer last year while pursuing her master’s degree at Texas A&M University. Tiffany graduated this May—and attended her first CBE meeting a few days later. Much to my delight, she has taken an editorial job on campus, making it easy to continue drawing on her skills.

The contributing editors and columnists, listed to the right, deserve much gratitude for their efforts issue after issue. Also greatly appreciated are the authors of unsolicited articles, as well as the CBE members and others who wrote invited pieces. I am likewise grateful to the authors of the 1999 annual-meeting reports, which constitute much of this issue and will continue to appear early next year. Appreciation also goes to all who granted permission to reprint material from other pages.

The guidance that the editorial board provided this year has been very much appreciated. Particular thanks go to board member Jason Moore for editing the Focus section exploring long-term issues brought to light by the firing of JAMA editor George Lundberg. Perhaps ironically, the section appeared shortly before the editor of the New England Journal of Medicine, Jerome Kassirer, received notice of his dismissal. I am grateful for the foresight and insight of the board.

Others to be thanked include peer reviewers, photographers, illustrators, advertisers, and the printer. Likewise much appreciated are the CBE Board of Directors and the CBE headquarters staff, who have helped in various ways. Finally, thanks go to the Texas A&M University journalism department for housing CBE Views generously and hospitably.

As you read these words, various people thanked above will have long been working on issues of this publication for the year 2000. The new year will bring a new name, a new design, and other changes. I hope that you will continue reading and contributing—and that you will feel free to make suggestions. Thank you for your support this year. Happy holidays, and all the best in the new year.

Barbara Gastel